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INTRODUCTION 

Advances in technology paved the way for transforming our experiences through entertainment 
while setting the stage for growth of gaming platforms and companies. The gaming industry 
brought the world so many new and exciting technologies which fueled creativity and growth in 
the technology sector over the years. 
 
It all started in the early 70's with basic video game consoles, followed by PC's, advanced gaming 
consoles, mobile games, virtual reality, and now blockchain integrated gaming. A common theme 
remained throughout the history of this evolution - at every stage, there was more skepticism 
than optimism. People proclaimed it would never work, it was a waste of time, it’ll be a total 
disaster etc. 
 
In the age of blockchain, with continuous invention of more adaptable tools, ease of use, and 
increased interest, we believe the next evolution is the integration of blockchain and gaming, a 
fusion of two technology sectors providing players with an unparalleled experience. Currently, 
the blockchain gaming community is small, but it has the most loyal players and true believers in 
the industry. A community of people who believe in a true open market and revolutionized 
gaming experience who can see the bigger picture and have a vision of what's to come in the 
near future - opportunities like parallel metaverses, layering technologies, using game assets in 
other games, selling assets on a decentralized marketplace, blockchain driven community voting, 
Non-Fungible Token (NFT) ownership, and many more. 
 
Even with the current emerging market of blockchain gaming and NFT ownership, blockchain 
games offer ample opportunity for gamers to make a real income in a truly player driven 
economy either in game or on the blockchain. Our goal for Aquathereum is to create a 
revolutionary gaming experience underpinned by a thriving economy of asset ownership and 
supported by a decentralized gaming economy providing opportunity to harness the amazing 
untouched opportunities blockchain integrated games have to offer. 
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ABOUT THE GAME 

Aquathereum is an unscripted blockchain integrated Massively Multiplayer Online (MMO) game 
where the economy is run by the players and is driven by in game mining, combat, exploration, 
trading, manufacturing, and quests. Ships, modules, and other in game assets are ERC-721 tokens 
on the Ethereum blockchain which are owned, traded, and sold by the players.  
 
Aquathereum takes place more than 200 years in the future on the planet Exus, over 30 lightyears 
away from earth. Exus was a colony of planet Earth, but due to the distance and difficulty in 
managing the decentralized government, Earth’s reigning government gave independence to 
Exus. The game is based in an underwater world where players quest, mine, craft, war, and build 
powerful allies and clans in an effort to gain control and power, wage war on their enemies, and 
build the most magnificent underwater bases, buildings, ships, and modules Exus has ever seen. 
Assets in Aquathereum are player owned on the blockchain – players have full control of their 
assets and can sell and trade them as they wish outside of the game (in game marketplace will 
be available as well). The planet is primarily covered by water, however, resource rich pockets of 
land exist throughout the world and can be found, colonized, and fought over for the resources, 
ships, buildings, and structures (surface and land based play is a future phase of development).  
 

     
 
 

SHIPS 
 

Aquathereum is designed using a 3D multi-axis exploration and movement system that is 
revolutionary for blockchain integrated games. Your ships can move in all directions and are not 
stuck to a 2D plane like other games. 
 
Aquathereum ships are organized into 7 classes: 
         

• Scout 

• Frigate 

• Warrior 
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• Cruiser 

• Harvester 

• Destroyer 

• Leviathan 
 

Ships vary across the different classes based on size, speed, strength/durability, diving depth, 
capacity, armor, damage/lethality, radar, and special abilities (e.g. ability to dive under the 
sand). Examples of ships available at launch: 
 

   
 

   
 

 
 
 
 

BATTLE 
 

Each ship is unique and can be customized through various upgrades as a result of crafted items 
and quests/experience. Ships have many different weapons and attack methods that can be 
employed when on the offensive. Damage can be inflicted on enemy ships by a weapon that is 
either fired (e.g. torpedoes) or stationary weapons such as underwater mines.  
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Armor plays a key role in protecting your ship from damage as a result of an attack and the 
thickness of a ship’s hull and armor can vary across the ship classes. Understanding your enemy's 
weak points will play a key role in winning an underwater battle. 
 
In addition to the ships themselves, modules can also be damaged if they are equipped on a ship 
that has taken damage as a result of an attack (e.g. weapons, engines, radar). If a module is 
damaged in battle, the module will only provide partial functionality / value to the ship unless it 
is repaired. Damaged modules can also be scrapped for resources. 
 
 

MINING 
 

Mining is a key component of the economy allowing players to acquire raw resources for many 
different uses in game. Mining allows you to gather common and rare resources that can either 
be sold, traded, or refined into other assets like ships, buildings, stations, modules, fuel etc. Ten 
resources are currently available in the game with others planned for future phases of 
development.  
 
Common Resources 
Oxygen: life support on submarines 
Oil: fuel for most engines 
Iron ore: buildings, submarines, modules, armor upgrades and weapons 
Stone: base building, defense building 
Scrap electronics: ships, modules, weapons 
 
Rare Resources 
Diamond: advanced weapons, advanced armor, whirlpool tech, mining modules 
Titanium: advanced/lighter weapons, advanced/lighter armor, advanced/lighter modules 
Gas L1/ Gas L2: weapons, whirlpool tech, research 
Gold: electronics, research, premium modifications 
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CRAFTING AND UPGRADING 
 

Players are able to use the resources they’ve mined, traded for, or bought on the open market 
for building and repairing ships, modules, and structures/buildings. Ships and modules crafted by 
players are owned by the players on the blockchain as ERC-721 tokens and can be traded or sold 
outside of the game in NFT marketplaces or within the Aquathereum in-game marketplace. 
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BASES 
 
Players can build, own, manage, take over, and destroy bases and accompanying structures. 
Different structures are required for different aspects of the game and will play a key role in all 
aspects of game play. Examples of structures include:  
 
 

• Main base: The heart of the organization and requirement for other buildings. 

• Storage unit: Stores resources for base development, submarine/module crafting, and 
future research. 

• Oxygen generator: Generates and stores oxygen. Supplies oxygen for submarines.  

• Repair facility: Repairs submarines and modules. 

• Common Stationary miner: Mines common resources at slow rate. Must be placed 
directly on ore/gas repository.  

• Rare stationary miner: Mines rare resources at slow rate. Must be placed directly on rare 
ore/gas repository. 

• Research center:  Place of knowledge. Research new technology. 

• Defense turret: Weapon system for automated defense systems. 

• Submarine factory: Builds your submarines. 

• Underground vault: Underground storage unit. Cannot be destroyed. Limited to one per 
base. 

• Radar station: Long range radar that helps you keep an eye on your base and incoming 
threats. 
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EXPLORATION 
 

In Aquathereum, the map and terrain is generated randomly as you explore so you will never 
know what lies ahead of you in uncharted waters. Resources, monsters or even artifacts  
from ancient alien civilizations can be found populating the Exus waters. The map, underwater 
features, and terrain is self-expanding and scalable as the player base and economy grows which 
helps address the problems of overpopulated areas, overly mined resource hotspots, and limited 
exploration space. 
 
Oceans can be up to 50 km deep and different ships will have different operating depths. Only 
Special classes of ships will be able to explore deepest trenches.  
 
 

QUESTS 
 

A detailed history and lore will be written to support the theme and game play. The development 
team will continually design and add new quests and missions along with ships and modules 
during targeted events that support the lore and story line. Storyline and lore will evolve as the 
players and guilds evolve the game and its economy. 
 
Missions will be designed and made available for guilds as well as solo players. Unique / custom 
events will also be common such as weekly and monthly “special” missions which can be 
completed. These missions will have prize pools ranging from unique in game content to in game 
currency or ETH prizes. 
 
A dedicated Discord channel will be available for players to propose their own missions, 
suggestions, and feedback. 

 

ECONOMY 
 
The economy is run by the players and is driven by in game mining, combat, exploration, trading, 
manufacturing, and quests. Ships, modules, and other in game assets are ERC-721 tokens on the 
Ethereum blockchain which are owned, traded, and sold by the players. 
 
In Aquathereum, players will have an opportunity to be a part of a governing body that 
oversees, decides on, designs, and drives economic and game related topics. Every 3 months, a 
board of public members will be reelected. The first economic and governance model will be 
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released when the first government is created and the initial structure is jointly identified and 
agreed to regarding economic next steps. 

 

GOVERNANCE TOKENS 
 

Governance over land, resources, and assets is a key cornerstone supporting the design and 
development of the Aquathereum world and we would like to share some of that ownership 
with our players. The Aquathereum team has decided to tokenize governance and game 
ownership in order to share the benefits with our user base so they can take an active role in 
the design, release, and profit of the game. Aquathereum governance tokens will be offered for 
a limited time for public purchase. 
 
What are the benefits of owning Aquathereum Governance Tokens?  

• Provides passive income – Revenue from ship, sea chest, and asset sales, in-game sales, 
and future token sales 

• Allows token holders formal voting rights in key design and development decisions 

• Provides access to special in-game content (e.g. missions, special features) and priority 
access for ship and sea chest pre-sales – get your ships and other assets before they are 
publicly available  

 
How many tokens are available? Token supply is capped at 100,000 tokens with 70,000 being 
owned and locked by the development team and 30,000 being sold to players. Each token 
represents 0.001% of revenue. Owning 100 tokens provides access to special in-game content 
(e.g. missions, special features) and priority access for ship and sea chest pre-sales. 
 
When will the tokens be available for purchase? Tokens will be sold at various stages of game 
development through initial release. Tokens may also be included in the pre-sale of limited 
edition ships and sea chests during special events at the discretion of the development team. 
 
How much is a token? The initial price of a token is 0.05 Eth during the first pre-sale and will 
increase incrementally over time as they are offered during the development and release of the 
game. 
 
How are tokens used for voting? 10 seats will be available on the Exus Council – 4 reserved for 
dev team members, 3 reserved for elected community members, and 3 reserved for the top 3 
token holders. Major changes to game direction and design will be discussed and voted on by 
the Council. Suggestions can be submitted by all community members and will be discussed and 
reviewed by the Council. 
 
Can I sell or transfer my token? Yes, the token is yours and resides in your ETH wallet as an 
ERC-20 token. 
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WHAT IS ERC-721? 

 
ERC-721 is a free, open standard that describes how to build non-fungible or unique tokens on 
the Ethereum blockchain. While most tokens are fungible (every token is the same as every other 
token), each ERC-721 token is unique with its own set of characteristics. Think of them as rare, 
one-of-a-kind collectables. 
 
 

ADVANTAGES OF NFT IN ONLINE GAMING 

 
Assets in Aquathereum are player owned on the blockchain – players have full control of their 
assets and can sell and trade them as they wish outside of the game (in game marketplace will 
be available as well). 
 
NFT’s provide players with an opportunity to have real ownership over their in game assets and 
collectibles. Assets can be minted, or moved out of game environment in order to securely 
store them in an Ethereum wallet, designate them for sale, exchange them for other goods, or 
even use them in other games. 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

Aquatherum is the next step in the evolution of MMO games. From having true asset 
ownership on the blockchain, to the self-expanding and scalable map, underwater features, and 
terrain, and the 3D multi-axis exploration and movement system that is revolutionary for 
blockchain integrated games. 
 
Right now, the gaming industry is trying to catch up with the innovative approaches and 
technologies blockchain has brought us. Aquathereum has harnessed those ideas and is well 
ahead of the curve in delivering an amazing, and potentially profitable, experience for its 
players. 
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